Backyard science is a TV show that teaches you how to do experiments. Do you want to learn about science? Well if you do backyard science is the show for you!

In the beginning of backyard science they did a little thing where it shows you what experiments are coming up, and they have kids doing the experiments. After every experiment except the first one, it shows you two adults talking about it, which is good in my eyes because it makes it clearer.

The end of the show where it shows the credits it shows other experiments that they do that is something I like about the show. If you watch the
show you will realise the kids don’t actually move their mouths, I believe they record their voices after. If you go and get the things from the experiments you can do it at home, because the people in backyard science use stuff that is lying around the house.

My opinion is that it’s a great show is you learn more science. 7-11 year olds it the best audience for backyard science, because it’s introducing the 7-11 year olds to science.